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THE CLASSICAL STANDARD FOR EXPERT
ADMISSIBILITY-FRYE
For manv years, the admissibility of an expert's testimony was

dependent on the standards set forth in Fnlt tt. Unitad Sfates. James
Alphonso Frye was accused of murder. Frye' claimed that his passing
of the systolic blood pressure deception test, an extremely rough
precursor to the polygraph, proclaimed his innocence. His expert
witness, the scientist who conducted the test, testified on Frye's
behalf. However, the Supreme Court ruled that since the systolic
blood pressure deception test had not gained "general accePtance" in
its fielcl, it nas inadmissible. The resulting "general acceptancc"
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J) uilding owners are in the Position today to reap additional

ffi income and value from their buildings through the surge' of new
.4./ telecommunications technologies and the demand for access to
building tenants and users by an expanding number of telecommunica-
tions companies. The interscctions between buildings and telecommu-
nications are providing property orvnt'rs with the abilitv, litcrally, to
turn copper into gold.

THE DEMAND FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
IS EXPLODING
The demand for high-speed, broadband telecommunications is dra-
matically increasing, and tht' telecommunications industry is respond-
ing with new technologies at a faster pace. Tenants want Internet accessi

wireless telecom service; paging; cellular; and traditional hard wired
telecom senices. Data transmission is now exceeding voice transmis-
sion across telecom lines. Data traffic is growing at an annual rate of 30

percent or more. Video conferencing is becoming more common as the
technology improves, and video and audio messages are goinB to be an

increasing part of e-mail communications. Building owners are facing
explosive growth in demancl by their tt'nants for access to new tclecom-
munications services, and demands for access by competing telecom
providers to get to those tenantsi these demands will onlv increase as the
latest communications networks come on-line, with telecom providers
seeking more customers and with businesses dcmanding full-time
Internet access and the right to choose among telecom provide'rs

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL FRONT?
A variety of technologies art'available for broad bandwidth users that
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YNTRODUCTION
I In the wake of the Supreme Court's Daubert ruling, the real estate

I expert witness faces a strintent new set of criteria for admissibil-
ity of expert evidence and testimony. Even experts who have previ-
ously been accepted by the courts now find the admissibility of their
testimony questioned. As attorncys increasingly realize the Potential
exclusion of evidencc' from the opposing side through a Daubert
challenge, the bar for e'xpert witness engagement will be raised even

higher. The real estate expert who engages in litigation suPPort will
find that Daubert has become the governing paradigm for testimony
and evidence development.

This article addresses the evolving standards of real estate exPert
evidence and opinion in Court by developing and discussing the
foundations of admissibility. It then discusses realistic guidelines for
real estate professionals in preparing evidence and opinion for ad-
mission to court.

by Paul S. Rfiter, Esq.



Exhibit preparation - Visual aids can be great
tools with which to inform, (and hopefully per-
suade), the judge and jury and serve as excellent
reminders for the attorney and the expert. These
may include photographs, maps, lists, demograph-
ics, calculations, tablc's, graphs, etc. The attorney
will make the final selection, sometimes altered
during the trial, and will plan his or her introduc-
tion and acceptance by the Court as identified ex-
hibits for the record. In these days of computer-
based geographic information systems, custom-
ized mapping can be economically available, some-
times through on-line services, through govern-
mental agencies such as planning or assessor/rev-
enue functions, or through some colleges and uni-
versities.

Organizing, outlining, and highlighting
thoughts - This list can be mental or written,
depending upon not only the expcrt's preferences,
but more importantly, those of the attorney. If the
list is a written outline, it should be sufficient to
trigger key points, but not detailed enough to cause
canned answers or provide a discoverable treasure
map for the opposing attorney. The attorney may
request a report to use in the trial. Whether using a
report, outline, or neither, the expert witness still
must know his or her subject thoroughly - an
outline or report does not replace or relieve the need
for the expert's knowledge. The expert's opinions
and their foundation need to be firmly in his or her
mind.

StageW-TheTial:
The Culmination of the Process

Discovery during trial - The attorney can call
upon the expert for counsel or for further pursuit
and discovery as a result of testimony brought out
during other parts of the trial.

Direct examination - The witness responds to
the questions from his or her attorney. This is the
expert's opportunity to teachusing his or her exper-
tise by presenting facts uncovered and opinions
formed during the foregoing steps of this process.
However, the court has different rules than the
classroom - this is not an opportunity to lechtre
beyond the scope of the questions asked by the
attorneys. The judge sets the rules and the attorney
calls the plays. A firm and courteous manner cre-
ates positive perceptions in the minds of both the
judge and the jury, thereby reinforcing credibility.

Cross examination - The opposing attorney
tries to refute the evidence offered by the expert or

to damage the expert's credibility. The expert r.r,it-
ness, aided by the attorney, should anticipate the
areas of cross examination and possible lines of
questioning. Calm, solid answers toopposing coun-
sel enhance credibility. Again, the expert listens
carefully to the questions. Expert witnesses are
entitled to explain their answers and should not
compromise their concluded opinions nor accept
any mis-characterizations of their testimony. From
a positive perspective, reinforcement of key points
thruugh answers to qucstions from opposing coun-
sel discourages further aggression. Cross examina-
tion may be'followed by redirect examination by the
client's attorney to help draw out and frame those
answers and to take further advantage of openings
which may appear during cross examination.

WHY A COUNSELOR OF REAL ESTATE (CRE)?
The growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, including emincnt domain, results from
the expanding infrastructure and redevelopment of
our cities, coupled with the increasing complexities
of modern day real estate and its valuation. An
experienced counselor provides added flexibility to
customize the preparation and presentation of a

case. While not all are suited and not all are willing,
many times appropriately qualified realestate coun-
selors provide the needed attributes. However, they
must be disciplined to the challenges and rigors of
such litigation and be comfortable with that role.
Ultimately, credibility becomes the real key in the
courtroom. Commitment and adherence to the Code
of Ethics and the Standards of Professional Prac-
ticd of The Counselors of Real Estate provide an
excellent foundation.*0,

NOTES
1. A.C. Schwethelm,CRE: "Counselingand Eminent Domain,"

Real Estal? Issues, Yolume 14, Numbei 1, Spring/Summer
1989, The Counselors of Real Estate (a.,t.a.r American Society
of Real Estate Counselors).

2. tbid.
3. 1999 Mtmber Direclory, The Counselors of Real Estate.

benchmark became the standard for admissibility
of scientific evidence and expert witness testi-
mony.

Seven decades after Frye, the US Supreme Court in
Dnubert r'. Merrell Dozt, Phnnruccuticnls, ftlc.,r an-
nounced that the Federal Rules of Evidence had
displaced Frye as the standard for admitting expert
scientific testimony in a federal trial.

DAUBERT CHANGES THE
EVIDENTIARY LANDSCAPE
The Daubert family claimed that the serious birth
defects of their two minor children stemmed from
the mother's prenatal ingestion of medication pro-
duccd by Dow. The original decision in appellate
court did not allow the Daubert expert witness's
testimony into evidence, primarily because the
Court ruled the evidence did not meet the "general
acceptance" standard for the field. While Iinkage
of birth defects to the drug had been shown clearly
in animals, there was not clear documentation of
that impact in humans. The Daubert's countered
by arguing that the Frye guidelines for the admis-
sibility of expert evidence should not apply and
that the Federal Rules of Evidence should take
precedence.

The court agreed. It held that "such a rigid standard
(in Frye) would be at odds with the rules' liberal
thrust and their general approach of relaxing the
traditional barriers to 'opinion' testimony."2 In
Daubert, the Court outlined a handful of factors kr
broaden the judgers analysis relative to the accept-
ability ofexpert testimony.lf the expert's testimonv
could not meet the restrictive gencral acceptability
standards set forth in Frye, a court could employ
other factors to qualify the expert's testimony for
admission. At firstglance, the Daubert factorsseem-
ingly offered a more liberal approach to scientific
expert testimony. If the expert fails one factor, there
are other factors under which the expert might
qualify. Since Daubcrt u. Merrell Dow, however, far
more experts have been excluded from the court-
room than admitted (under Daubert).r

Under Daubert, the trial judge must determine at
the outset whether the expert is proposing to testify
to scientific knowledge that will assist the trier of
fact to understand or determine a fact in issue. "This
entails, according to the court, a preliminary assess-
ment of whether the reasoning or methodology
underlying the testimony is scientifically valid, and
of whether that reasoning or methodology properly
can be applied to the facts in issue."a

The rules----especially Rule 702-place appropriate
limits on the admissibility of purportedly scientific
evidence by assigning to the trial judge the task of
insuring that an expert's testimony both rests on a
reliaDlc foundation and is rclrz,rrn I to the task at hand.
Rule 702 provides:

If scientific, technical, or other specialized
knowledge will assist the trier of fact to under-
stand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue,
a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge,
skill, experience, training, or education, may tes-
tify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.i

Nothing in Rule 702 establishes "general accep-
tance" as an absolute prerequisite to admissibility,
according to the Court.

The First Admissibility Criteion Under Daubert:
Reliability

The court focused on the words "scientific...
knowledge" as the basis for the first prong ofanaly-
sis-"reliabililv."6 The court found that the word
"scientific" involved a grounding in the "methods
and procedures of science," and that the term
"knowledge" referred to "any body of known facts
or to any body of ideas inferred from such facts or
accepted as truths on good grounds."'

This interpretation of Rule 702leaves it up to the
trial court, as opposed to the scientific community,
to consider the methodology of the evidence for
purposes of determining the admissibility of the
expert testimony.

The court specifically outlined several "consid-
erations" which will bear on the analysis of admit-
tance:

1. Whether the theory or technique in question can
be (and has been) tested;

2. Whether it has been subjected to peer review and
publication;

3. It has a known or potential error rate; and
4. Whether it has attracted general acceptance

within a relevant scientific communitv.

In cases of scientific testimony offerings, the
Daubert factors can be evaluated like performance
statistics: rate of error, publication, etc. The court
may then compile scores to determine whether the
expert may testify.3 ln testing whether the reason-
ableness of the data and methodology are appro-
priate, and in evaluating whether an expert's meth-
odology is reasonable under the circumstances,
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the standards of the particular profession can
be useful.'

The Seeond Admissibility Criterion: Relea ance
The court found that even if a trial court finds

expert testimonv reliable, the court must also com-
ply vvith the second prong of Rule 702-relevance.
This test requires judges to function as "gatekeepers"
of scientific expert testimony. The test is that testi-
mony "assist the finder of fact to understand the
evidence or to determine the fact in issue." In order
to be of assistance to the jury, this testimony mustbe
"sufficiently tied" to the issue in question and the
facts of the case. The court called the linkage be-

tween testimony and the case at hand, "fit.""

The court went on to further state that cross-
examination, presentation of contrary evidence, and
careful instruction on the burden of proof, rather
than wholesalc cxclusion under an uncomprrtmis-
ing "general acceptance" standard, is the appropri-
ate means by which evidence based on valid prin-
ciples may be challenged.

EXPANSION OF DAUBERT TO NON.
SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE AND TESTIMONY
This year, the Supreme Court extended the Daubert
criteria to non-scientific experts in the Kwnho Tire
Companrl 7'. Cdrn clfitlll case. At issue in this case
was the testimonv of a tirc failure expert for the
plaintiff who offered the opinion that a tire on the
vehicle driven by the plaintiff suffered from a defect
and did not fail from misust' by the plaintiff. After
decisions and reversals in lower courts, the Su-
preme Court held that Daubert did apply. In speak-
ing for the court, Justice Brt've'r wrote that it would
be "difficult, if not impossible" for district court
judges h sort out experts based on "a distinction
between 'scientific' knowledge and 'technical' or
'other spt'cialized' knowL'dge." Cheered by busi-
ness, this decision means that non-scientific ex-
perts, including real estate appraisers, accountants,
social scientists, and others who do not base their
opinions on scientific knowlcdge will be subjected
to the same Daubert criteria as scientific cxperts:
testable hypothe'sis, subject to peer revien', rates of
error, and gt'neral acceptance.

Quasi-scientific experts are also affected by the
expansion of the Daubert test. An example of a

In cases of scientific testimony offeings,

the Daubert factorc can be eaaluated like

pe4onnance statistics: rate of enor,

publicatiotr, etc. The court ,nay then

cornpile scorcs to detennine uthether the

expert ,nay testify. ln testing whether tlrc

reasonableness of the data and

,nethodology are appropiate, and in

eaaluating uhetlrcr an expert's

fiethodolory is rcasonable undel the

ciraonstances, the stafulafis of the

particular prcfession cafl be useful.

quasiscientific expert is a mechanical engineer.
Such an enginer'r bases his opinion on expericnce
and training; training that includes scientific prin-
ciples at its core. However, the testimony is not
"scientific knowlcdge."rr

EXAMPLES OF TESTIMONY ADMISSIBILITY
AD]UDICATED UNDER DAUBERT

Moore Drums, lnc. a. Lockheed Corporation
This real estatL' appraisal example involved a

property contamination case in rvhich Moore Drums
allcged that its property had been contaminated as

a result of acts and omissions of Lockheed. Moore
Drums operated a drum reconditioning busincss
on its property which is located in an industrial
park in Charleston, SC. Since 1967, Lockheed oper-
ate'd an airplane parts manufacturing plant on an
adiacent propcrty. Moore Drums claimed its prop-
erty was contaminated with trichloroethylene (TCE),

a "degreaser" to remove oil from parts in process by
Lockheed.

Lockheed reasoned that the testimony regard-
ing climinution in value offered through Moore
Drums' real estate expert failed to establish diminu-
tion in value on either a permanent or temPorary

Revisits to the subi€ct property - Subsequent
revisits to and photographing of the property and
surrounding area frequently lead to new discover-
ies. Sometimes such visits are needed to further
verify, explore, or expand upon insight gained else-

rvhere.

Review of and visits to comparable proper-
ties-Visiting and analyzing comparable proper-
ties used by the appraisers, especially theadversa4/s
comparables, can shed some light and produce real
ammunition.

Networking - Networks of other profession-
als and officials usually produce new information
relevant to the case or suggest other areas for further
exploration. Access to such networks of expertise is
an invaluable asset provided by the real estate
counselor which is greatly appreciated by the attor-
ney.

Solo brainstorming Some mav vielv this as

mental gymnastics. Tht process needs to fit the
individual expert and his or her mental style but
great rewards can come from this techniclue. Per-
sonal computers with word processing, spread-
sheet, dcsktop publishing and graphics software,
and InternL't access can be most useful. Depending
upon the case, this step could include calculations
and analyses. After assembling as much insight as

possiblt', often in outline format, the counselor can
reorganize, and rearrange'such intelligence to coin-
cide with mental paths, and look for 'connections'
or 'mental Ieaps.' Highlighting the most significant
insights or returning b an outline helps, discarding
that u,hich may mislead or sideline clirection. ln
this way, a path to opinions and conclusions can be

forged.

Group discussions - Sharing of insight among
the attorneys and other experts involved hclps each
participant understand, learn, confirm, and chal-
lenge. However, the potential brainstorming which
could occur should be done only with the concur-
rence and guidance of the attorney. The attornev
may wish to avoid direct communications beth'een
independent consultants before initial opinions are
determined.

Exploring new channels -The 
foregoing stePS

will point to other sources to pursue for insight.

Repeats of the discovery chain This con-
sists oI repcating all or parts of the above chain,
as needed, in an iterative process, but without

Recent tax appeals arrd loafl documents on

income property cafl proaide both insight

and rcleaant ilata. The attoruey and

couflselor may be looking for eaitlence of
the propensity of a contr unity to allozo a

change in use or deny thc deztelopment of a

property. Although tt may seem refiote,

history of the subiect property afld the

sufioundiflg area cafl be aery enlightening

afld can lead to further discoz;eries.

prejudgment. Once armed with the broader and
more complete picture, new details and insights
can become apparent.

Stage lV - Deposition Process:
Being Discooered

The Deposition - The opposing attorney will
try to determine the expert's conclusions and the
basis for those conclusions, while also trying to box
or confine the scope of Iater testimony at trial. Prior
guidance from the witness' attorney can be imPor-
tant. The expert, in response, should limit the infor-
mation disclosed in deposition to responses to the
specific questions, not volunteering added insights,
while trying to expand the dimensions of the as-

signment when the questions attempt to limit such
scope. The witness should listen to the questions
and avoid confirming any mis-characterizations of
his or her testimony, which mav be offered by the
opposing attorney in the form ofquestions mislead-
ingly restating the testimony. The witness can re-
spond by carefully restating the testimony in his or
her own words.

Review and correction Recognizing that the
transcript can be used to benefit the opposing attor-
ney in trial, cvcn in subsequent trials, the exPert
witness normally should not waive signature but
rather review and correct the record. Reviews of
depositions also can become tools to learn more
about the other side and their strategy. (The witness
should advise his or her attorney if his or her
position subsecluently changes, so the attorne'y can
conform to court rules.)

Stage V - Tial Preparatiotr :

Prcpaing for the Witness Stand
Repeats of the discovery chain - If needed,

this step can be beneficial.
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The court went on to note that the inquiry
should be a flexible one, and its focus must be
"solely on principles and me'thodology, not on the
conclusions that they generate."r"

Carmichael is t'spt'cially important to environme'n-
tal lawyers.l{ Environmental larv relies heavily on
both applied and environmental sciences. Courts
and litigators increasingly call on experts using
non-experimental tools to offer opinions on site
conditions, environmental affects on health, behav-
ioral implications, and valuation impacts.



Designs
Consultants
Engineers
Architects
Planners
Attorneys
Experience
Real estate networks

Repeated visits to the property and tours of the
surrounding area broaden discoveries and deepen
knowledge; they are esscntial to be ready for cross
examination where lack of first-hand insight can be
damaging. Some expert witnesses prefer to shoot
the'ir own photographs as field notes and future
exhibits in order to capture what is needed; to
significantly case introductioni to support testi-
mony; and b participate in exhibit selection and
design. Candor and rapport with city and county
officials, coupled with knowledge of what to seek in
govemment documents and records, provide vital
evidence and insight. Recent tax appeals and loan
documents on income property can provide both
insight and relevant data. The attorney and counse-
lor may be looking for evidence of the propensity of
a community to allow a change in use or deny tht'
development of a property. Although it may seem
remote, history of the subje'ct property and the
surrounding area can be very enlightcning and can
lead to further discoveries. Attorneys should en-
courage their experts' further investigation and
pursuit of relevant evidtnce for preparation and
trial, setting a tenor for expansion of resources and
continued search. A final visit to the property and
the surrounding area iust before testimony at trial
often results not only in reinforcement but also in
additional discovery.

THE PROCESS - THE REAL ESTATE
COUNSELOR AT WORK AS AN
EXPERT WITNESS
Obviously, thL. attorney and the expert need to
temper the dc'pth of the process and preparation to
cost-effectively match thc magnitude of the case
and the roles of other experts, while ensuring suffi-
cient information and prc.paration to draw valid
and supportablc. conclusions. The attorney can gain
from undcrstanding the stages of a real estate,
counselor's approach to a litigation engagement
involving eminent domain. Although the approach
to tach case should be customized, the following
outlines steps to pursue.

Stage I - Initialization: Starting the Process
Consideration - The attorney dL'termines the

applicability of a particular real estate counselor as
an expert witness. This rcquires a candid discus-
sion of the case, thebasic issues, the expert's creden-
tials, and potential conflicts.

Engagement - Clear understandings are re-
cluired about thc objectives in engaging the expert;
the, rvorking relationship betrveen the attorney and
the e.xpert, as well as other experts in the case; and
the !'xpert's compcnsation and the party responsible
for payment, particularly if it is a new relationship.

Assignment - Ideallv, the assignnrent should
be reasonably well-defined, but subject to further
modification as investigation and discovery pro-
ceeds. Almost invariably, the scope will increase
bevond that originally anticipated. Sometimes the
Counselor is engaged initially as a consultant in
support of the litigation, with the decision deferred
until later on whether to use the Counselor as an
expert witness. There are cases where the Counse-
Ior may be used for support and discovery, but not
for testimony.

Stage ll - Basic Foundatiotr:
Gatheing the Initial lnsight

Assemblage of the basic facts - This should
include a preliminary unde'rstanding of the subject
property. This vitw should incorporate the expert's
basic real estate backgrouncl; a property visit and
inspection; initial review of property descriptions
and data available from the attorney; and review of
readily availablc documents. These documents
could include such basics as USGS topographic
maps; street maps; municipal or county owner-
ship maps; zoning maps; municipal or county land
use or comprehensive plans; agricultural soil map-
ping and reports; utility maps; and flood insurance
maPS.

Stage lll - The Discoaery Chain or Loop:
Finding facts and Reaching Opinions

Many of the most relevant facts and insights, as
well as evidence and exhibits, come from this core
part of the process.

Discovery of additional facts and insights -Information can come from a number of sources.
Examples include depositions, appraisals, munici-
pal or county documents regarding the specific
property or surrounding area, interviews with plan-
ning and zoning officials, analysis of proposed
development, demographic studies and reports,
etc. The Internet can provide a source for research
which should not be overlooked.

basis. Specifically, Lockheed argued that Moore
Drums' expert did not appraise' the property on the
basis of it being contaminated and thus there was
no evidence regarding whether there would be anv
diminution in value of the property after cleanup.
The appellate judge, in overturning a jury verdict
against Lockhee.d, stated that "a trial judge must
insurc that any and all (expert) testimonv or evi-
dencc admitted is not only relevant but re'liable,"'i
citing Daubert. While noting that the plaintiffs'
approach to damages in this casc was appealing in
its simplicity, the court held that his methodologv
ra,.rs not the basis upon which any court rvill allotv
an expert in real cstate appraisal to form an opinion
as to va]ue.

There are sevcral problems the court cited with
the approach of the Moore Drums expert. First, he
abandoned the methodology of the professional
appraiser, i.e., the three approaches to value, and
completely replaced it with a telephone survey of
bank and savings and loan officers as to their lend-
ing practices. Second, he acknowledged that there

was a market for contaminated properties, and
conceded that he had no special expertise in valu-
ing contaminated properties (which rvas not fatal to
his rendering an opinion). He further conceded that
he did not appraise the property in a contaminated
state, which was fatal (according to the Court) b his
ability to render an opinion as to its value. Third,
even if the bank survey h,ere accepted as an appro-
priate basis for rendcring an cxpert opinion, the
expert acknowledBed that the majority of bankers
to whom he spoke indicated tht'y would not loan
monev on any contaminated propertv. This under-
mined the plaintiff's approach be.cause Moore con-
taminated the propcrty itself as did Lockheed.
Fourth, the plaintiff's approach ignored the fact that
the defendant had acknowledged the responsibil-
ity for cleanup of the property and is presently
working on-site under DHDC permits from the
State of South Carolina.'o

Whether Moore Drums' expert had any special
expertise in appraising contaminated property is a
moot issue according to the court, because he did
not appraise the property in its contaminated con-
dition. If he had done so using his usual methodol-
ogv, thc court would have accepttd his opinion in
evidenceand allowecl the jury toevaluate hisexper-
tise of contaminated properties and decide how
much wcight to give it. The court goes on to say that
the second major recluirement of Rule 702 is that the
expert must testify to scientific, or technical, or
other specialized knowledge that will assist the trier
of fact per Daubert. "Rule 702 requires that an
expert's opinion must be based on the methocls and
procedurcs of a science or profession rather than on
subjective belief or unsupported speculation. The
record is clear that the expert totally disregarded the
methods of the appraising profession in reaching
his second opinion, i.e., that the property is worth-
less. Consequently, that part of his testimony was
deemed unreliable."r7

In ruling out the expert's testimony, the court
found the verdict in favor of Moore Drums could
not be allowed to stand, citing that the plaintiff
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Moore Drums' original e'xpert, an MAl, and an
acknowledged expert in the appraisal of real estate,
performed a full rcal estate appraisal on thc Moore
Drums' property in an unimpaired condition. Rather
than performing a full appraisal of the property in
its actual contaminated condition, the expert in-
stead kxrk the position that thc property was worth-
less because lenders would not readily makc loans
for the purchaseof the property. The onlv testimony
he offered to support that opinion was a small
tele'phone survey limited in scope and time . He did
not give respondents the characteristics or descrip-
tion of the contaminated propL'rty. He did not tell
them that Lockheed had a DHDC approved permit
and that it had acknowledgtd responsibility to
remeciiate the property. He did not differcntiate
betwcen contamination which Moore had caused
to thesubject property and the contamination caused
by Lockheed. He did not tell them the estimated
cost of cleaning up the Moorc property. Most of the
conversation with bankers took lcss than five min-
utes, and some did not take three minutes. Most of
the lenders he spoke with were not interested in
property that was contaminated at all from any
source. Others would have to examine the property
on a case-by-case basis and make a risk asscssment
which included Moore Drums' contamination of its
own property. As to what market existed for con-
taminated properties, the expert was uninformed
and made little effort to find out whether there was
a market for this particular property.

In addition to reliability, the court citecl Rule
702 requiring that the expert's testimony must as-
sist the trier offact, and characterizes this as the "fit"
requirement per Daubert. Admissibility depends in
part on the connection between the technical re-
search or testing presented, and the particular dis-
puted factual issue's in the case. The expert's test!
mony about the value of this property in its con-
taminated propertv does not fit.'B



failed to provide a sufficient basis for assessment of
actual damages.l'

Steven D. Compton brought a products liability
action after sustaining severe injuries in an automo-
bile rollover accidc'nt. Mr. Compton sued the auto-
mobile manufacturer, Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd.,
and its distributor, Subaru of America, Inc., alleging
the accident vehicle was defectively designed. Af-
ter a jury trial, Subaru and Fuji were found 56

percentat fault, and a judgment wasentered against
them in the amount of over $6 million- On appeal,
Subaru and Fuji contended the district court errone-
ously admitted the testimony of Compton's design
expert and thus failed to carry out its gatekeeping
function as required under Daubert.2'r

Under Daubert's test for the admissibility of
scientific evidence, Subaru and Fuji argued that the
testimony of plaintiff expert Mr. Bihlmeyer, an aero-
spacc and mechanical enginet'r, should be have
been excluded because it lacked reliability and was
not grounded in any particular reasoning or meth-
odology. They contended Bihlmever's tt'stimony
was nothing more than his personal opinion that
the roof of the vehiclc was not sufficiently rt'sistant
tocrush. Further, Subaru and Fuji asserted Bihlmeyer
did not rely on industry data and did not refer to
any scientific principles or knowledge supporting
his personal standard for roof crush resistance.
Accordingly, becausc there was no peer rcview, no
testing, and no evidence of gcneral acceptance of
Bihlmeyer's theory, Subaru antl Fuji argued that his
testimony should be excluded. In response,
Compbn contended Daubert was inapplicable to
Bihlmcyer's non-scientific testimony. The court
agreed, stating that Daubert simply "had little bear-
ing on Bihlmeye/s testimony'' as a non-rientific ex-
pert. The court, ruling prior to expansion of the Dau-
bert principal to all experts, concluded that Daubert
was not appropriate to be applied in this case.

FORMAL INTEGRATION OF DAUBERT
INTO RULE 702
The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules of the
American Bar Association has approved the post-
amendments to Federal Rules of Evidence 701, 702,

and 703 considere d inlighlofDaubert u. Merrcll Dow

Plannnceuticals, Irrc., Issues that appellate courts
have addressed sincc Daubert include:

How to assess the reliability of research done in
anticipation of litigation as opposed to indepen-
dent from litigation;
How far an expert can go in extrapolating data to
reach an opinion not directly supported by the
data;
When an expert has adequately accounted for
obvious alternative explanations for results, and
Whether experts have been as careful in their
paid litigation work as they would be in regular
professional work outside of the litigation con-
sulting.r'

The Advisory Committee has proposed to incorpo-
rate Daubert into Rule 702, to state that when scien-
tific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
assist the trier offact, expert testimony is admissible
"provided:

1 . The testimony is adequately based upon reliable
underlying facts, data or opinions;

2. The testimony is based upon reliable principles
and methodology; and

3. The principles and methodology employed by
the witness have been applied reliably to the
facts of the case."rl

Intentionally absent from the amendment is any
provision regarding the procedure trial judges
will follow in making a reliability assessment.
Says U.S. District Judge Fern Smith, Chair of the
Advisory Committee, "The cases since Daubert
have shovvn that the courts are capable of consid-
erable flexibility and ingenuity in considering
Daubert challenges and we expect that to continue
under the new rule."rr

The Advisory Committee was scheduled to present
the amcndments to the Judicial Conference Stand-
ing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
in Junc, 1998. If the Standing Committee approves
the proposals, it was to submit them for public
comment.

POSSIBLE APPROACH FOR REAL ESTATE
EXPERTS IN ADDRESSING
THE DAUBERT TEST
A synthesis of current legal opinion sought by
Mundy & Associates suggests the following para-
digm to organize a real estate expert's case relative
to meeting the Daubert challenge.} The subjects fall
into four categories:

refute the expert's actual testimonv and to chal-
It'nge his or her opinions. The questions and the
permitted answers deal with the facts and opinions
in the case. The ability to recognize and capitalize
on such openings and use them to broaden and
reinforce the expert's testimony discourages fur-
ther aggression from the opposing attorney. Other
questions tar8et the witness' credibility and rePuta-
tion, often by inferring bias. Rates and compensa-
tion are often a prime target to imply prejudice.
These are normal frontal challenges which should
be anticipated. The capable expert witness PrePares
for such attacks and addresses them calmly.

THE ASSIGNMENT
Frequently, real estate counselors fill in the missing
pieces of the puzzle, sometimes by taking the issues
apart piece by piece and then putting them back
together in a way that is casily understood. Counse-
lors help the attorney tie together the overall pic-
ture, then portray a broader, mor!'easily under-
stood view. Counselors serve as real estate mentors
teaching attorneys some of the unique real estate
issues and the answers: for example, the varied
factors affecting value in a condemnation case.

Attorneys should demand such a learning opportu-
nity.

Usually, the real estate counselor brings multiPle
areas of expertise and experience to litigation. Real

estate counselors are not created from a single
mold. Each applies his or her own education, expe-
riences, and professional networks to the thought
processes needed. CREs are diverse in their back-
grounds and abilities, enabling an attorney to cus-
tomize available advice and testimony, once they
understand the particular CRE's talents.

Some CREs are also certified appraisers. Counsel-
ing can be conducted in conjunction with valuation
tcstimony. However, some of the complementary
benefits of the two separate roles in a complex case

could be lost. The attorney may prefer to keep the
real estate counselor, as an expert witness, from
being limited by the previously established rules of
appraisal, some of which have been subject to chal-
Ienge.

Thus, in eminent domain cases, a counselor's as-

signments may exclude valuation but include pro-
viding input which provides a foundation and
support for an appraisal being prepared by a recog-
nized appraiser. Examples include highest and best
use; factors affecting value; feasibility and eco-
nomic viability of contemplated or proposed uses;

and land or building economics, (including chal-
Ienges and costs to develop, as well as the likelihood
of success if developed). The assignment can also
include the review of appraisals. "The counselor
can help the attorney understand the' premise on
which an appraisal is based and its strengths and
weaknesses; the counselor also apprises the attor-
ney of mathematical errors, unrealistic assumP-
tions, etc."r

Counselors can contribute' and suggest challenges
to the other sicle, possible rebuttals, and questions
for cross examinations. These contributions can
include critique and review of the other side's ex-
perts, including their reports, depositions, testi-
mony, designs, and assumptions. The opposing
testimony may suggest other countering witnesses
for the counselor to recommend.

From a more positive view, the counselor, using the
insight and knowledge gained, can help develop
strategies for negotiations and settlements, which
may save the costs of further litigation. The counse-
lor often can provide an understanding of the other
side's reasoning, motivations and concerns,
strengths and weaknesst's, and even their mistakes.
Htxvever, settlement also may require the counse-
lor to provide a candid evaluation that could differ
from the client's perceptions, suggesting values
which may be higher or lower.

APPROACHES AND METHODS
A broad list of the approaches and methods used to
gather insight and draw conclusions reflects the
comprehensiveness of investigation. While focus
can be important, blinders are not appropriate. A
generalized list of resources and approaches used
by a counselor in an eminent domain engagement
might include, but not be limited to, the following:

Property visits
Area tours
History of the property and area
Photographs
Documents
Property files
Transactions
Studies/Analyses
Research
Database search and review
Govemmental agencies & officials
Ordinances & regulations
Tax appeals
Loan applications
Marketing efforts
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This example is instructive due to the argu-
ments offered by Subaru and Fu ji which might now
be interpreted with a different result under the
extension of Daubert to non-scientific experts-



witnesses - not all are willing. Many exPerts do not
want the exposure, potential conflicts, adversarial
challenges of cross examination, and schedules
subject to the timing of the judicial systc'm. Many do
not want to commit the time nor wish to appear in
opposition to others in their own industry. Some
cannot endure thc frustration sometimes resulting
from the legal process. Properly cxecuted litiSation
support is demanding work - detailed, thorough,
and tedious, and frequently pursued solo during
preparation. The expert needs to be able to testify
thoroughly regarding his or her view and hou' he or
she got there. Over reliance on subordinates or
detachment from the discovery and analyses can be
catastrophic in cross examination.

Obviously, credentials such as education, experi-
ence, and professional acceptance and recognition
provide a key foundation. They are the traPPings
and initial measures of the counselor's expertist'.
However, such credentials must not be exagger-
ated or over-stated, or they can backfire. Rather,
these credentials can be reinforced by the expert's
testimony at tdal.

Most important of all is an expert's credibility and
the perception of that credibility by the judge and
jury when on the stand. A lot depends upon the
expert's confidence in his or her opinions and the
foundation for those opinions. The expert should
be perceived as fair and unbiased. The opposing
counsel will try to negate, damage, or at least ques-
tion that perception. That perception will be the
ultimate measure of the Counselor's expertise as far
as the trial is concerned. Perceptions become realitv
in the minds of the jury, iust as they do in the real
market place.

Good expert witnesses are committed to and com-
fortable with their role. They form firm opinions,
demonstrably supportablc and defendable. Expert
witnesses should prepare thoroughly. An opinion
based solely upon an egotistical view of their own
competence likely will not stand up before a judge
or a jury. Real estate counselors must be qualified kr
understand and perform the detailed and analyti-
cal studies, research, and investigations needed to
form and support an opinion, soundly based upon
years of experience as well as the data discovered.
They are inquisitive, dig for more insight, and know
where and what to look for in the investigation and
preparation. They recognize the 'red' and 'yellow'
flags. They stay current through education, profes-
sional participation, review of the current litera-
ture, maintenance' of a network of professionals in

Capable experts ilo not stretch a

toeak poirlt. They ailmit zohen they

ilo not know afi aflsu)er, rather than bluff.

Eff ectiz: e exp erts c ornmurri c at e

zoith the judge and jury, demonstrating

firmness in a courteous afld flon-abusiae

,nanfler. They realize that perceptiotrs

of the iury and the iudge can

become reality. Expert TDitflesses

teach, infonn, anil persuade,

rather thafl sell.

real estate and related fields, and a diverse Practice
which increases and broadens experience.

Experienced trial attorneys know the rules of litiga-
tion and the Iegal .lspects of the cases they Present.
But real estate counselors serving as exPert wit-
nesses know real estate, their subject, too. Neither
judge, jurors, nor attorneys are likely to know as

much about many of the technical and Practical
aspects of real estate. Counselors, as real estate
experts in the courtroom, grasp and present the big
picture, yet can get into detail when needed. How-
ever, the expert witness recognizes that theattorney
is the captain, the manager, and the quarterback.
The expert n'itness surrenders a degree of control to
the court and the attorneys -and shows respect for
both. Good expert witnesses are not arrogant, yet
have a deserved confidence in their comPetence
and their opinion, because they are both knowl-
edgeable and well prepared. These same attributes
in turn help the attorney feel confident and well
prepared. Capable experts do not stretch a weak
point. They admit when they do not know an an-
swer, rather than bluff. Effective experts communi-
cate with the judge and jury, demonstrating firm-
ness in a courteous and non-abusive manner. Thev
realize that perceptions of the jury and the iudge can
become reality. Expert witnesses teach, inform, and
persuade, rather than sell.

Expert witnesses should not fear thc challenges of
the witness stand, including the adversarial ques-
tions of cross examination, and need to take the
heat, the abuse, and the hostility, when it occurs.
Cross examination can be an opportunity to find
beneficial openings and reinforce key points. Most
helpful openings occur with questions aimed to

1. What is the applicable relevant body of knowl-
edge?

2. ls the expert trulv an expert in the field?
3. What are the appropriate methodologies in the

field?
4. Has the expert applied the relevant methodolo-

gies appropriately-is the evidence and opinion
rcliable and relnafit?

The "generally acceptable" criteria of Frye are re-
flected in the first threc issues. Daubert addresses
and adds a significant layer of complexity to the
fourth question.

7. What is the releaant body of knotolerlgc?
Probably the simplest and surest answer to this

question is to define what is taught under the rubric
of "real estate" in the nation's collep;es and univcr-
sities. Real estate is and has been taught at the
nation's leading universities for virtually all of this
century. It is currently a mainstay of the curriculum
at most leading business schools.

Typically, the study of real estate at the college
Ievel will include significant coursework in finance,
economics, and marketing, n'ith related work in
geography (principally GIS and economic g,eogra-

phy) and business law.

Clearly this is an important definitional point.
The expert witness in real estate values would be a

person trained and experienced in these fields. The
real estate trained witness would not be exPected or
allowed to offer testimony or evidence in, for ex-
ample, structural engineering aspects of a case.

Conversely, the valuation testimony offered by a

civil engineer would probably be ruled inadmis-
sible.

Because a survey component is increasin€ily
used as a complement to the traditional appraisal
approaches, especially when markets operate with-
out full knowledge (as frequently is the case in
impaired property scenarios and where there is a
limited market for the proPerty), the applicable
relevant body of knowledge is markcting and

Typically, the study of real estate at the

college leztel uill include sigrificant
coursework in finance, ecoflot rics, anil

,narketiflg, with related uork in
geography (principally GIS and ecorromic

geography) and business lazo. Tlrc expert

Toitness in real estate oalues zoould be a

person trained dnd experierrced in these

fields. The real estate trained zuihrcss

woulil not be expected or allowed to offer

testimony or eoiilence in, f or example,

stntctutal engifleeiflg aspects of a case,

Conztersely, the a aluation testimony

offered br1 a cioil engineer would
probably be ruled inadmissible.

survey research texts and journals, as well as be-
havioral research and statistical sources.

The relevant body of knowledge govems both
the expert and the evidence. For example, income
producing property valuation models are financial
in nature, and hence the governing body of knowl-
edge draws upon that field. Engine'ers may be inter-
ested in valuation formulas, and may be perfectly
capable of the mathematical manipulation needed
to arrivc at justifiable results. However, the
engineer's training and experience u'ould not lend
him or her to be a credible witness as to the reason-
ableness or appropriateness of thc'results of that
mathematical exercise. Hence both the u,itness ald
the evidence would be inadmissible.

2.Is the expert truly an expert in that releaantbody
of knozoledge?

What defines a "master" carpenter from a "iour-
neyman" carpenter? It is usually years of experi-
ence; a broad array of knowledge in the field; the
ability to lead and train others; certification (often

through union or craft guild membership and test-
ing). An "expert" witness in ProPerty valuation
must show credible evidence of expertise within
the field of real estate.

In the pre-Daubert era, once an expert testified,
he or she was often tcnured into the expert frater-
nity. Beyond simply extendin8 the Frye criteria,
however, Daubert has stimulated a wholc new Iook
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The pertinent issue for real estate appraisal and
the assessment of impaired property is the relevant
body of knowledge in that specific field. One ap-
proach to defining the relevant body of knowledge
is that contained inthe Appraisnl lounal;the lournal
of Real Eslate Rasearch; Real Estatt Econonics, and
appropriate real estate appraisal texts and publica-
tions.



by judges into the credentials of experts. It is clear
that acceptance of an expert will include such crite-
ria as:

Educational attainment, both preparatory and
continuinS;
Scholarly publication in generally recognized
real estate journals;
Licensing;
Certification by recognized body; and
Experience as a teacher or practitioner in the
field.

This list is neither all-inclusive nor exhaustive,
but experts in the major litigation cases will clearly
need to have substantial credentials in all five of
these areas.

In terms of traditional appraisal methodolo-
gies, including sales comparison, costs, and in-
come, which one or more is appropdate to the
valuation issue for the subject property? Examples
of survey methodologies which might be used as
complements to the traditional methods are per-
ceived diminution of affected and,/or control group
property owners or users, contingent valuation,
and conjoint analysis. Questions which should be
anticipated include the following. Are the method-
ologies being utilized published in journals in the
applicable body of knowledge that are peer re-
viewed? Have studies using the methodologies
been published not only to outline theories, but to
also show empirical results which build upon a
foundation of thc'ory?

[n one recent state court case, valuation test!
mony was challenged because the expert used
multiple regression as a supporting approach. The
other side opined that the legal texts and law jour-
nals made no provision for use of multiple regres-
sion in a valuation model. The expert, however,
showed the court that recent issues of the leading
real estate journals all contained valuation studies
which uscd regression models. The judge very
quickly ruled that the evidencc was admissible, and
that real estate iournals, not Iaw journals, were the
governing criteria for admissibility. Notably, this
ruling occurred in a state operating under the Frye

standard, and so the court was not obliged to deter-
mine the proper use of the methods (the step be-
low), but only obliged to determine if the method-
ologies themselves were relevant.l'

4. Has the expert applied the releoant
me tho d o logie s appropiate ly?

The Daubert ruling has certainly focused addi-
tional attention on the first three criteria. However,
Daubert adds this additional role to the court's
gatekeeper function in the federal courts and in 29
ofthestates. With the 1999 application of Daubert to
non-scientific testimony (e.g., real estate valuation),
it is still not apparent just how the courts will rule in
real-estate specific evidence and testimony chal-
Ienges. However, a glance at the Daubert rulings in
scientific cases give some indication as to what can
be expected.

One of the tests which will bc applied in real
estate opinion screening by the court is that to be
"helpful," the opinion must "fit the facts." That is,
the testimony and /or evidence mustbe "sufficiently
tied" to the issue in question and the facts of the
case.

Daubert also requires the court to determine
whether the offered testimony and evidence is reli-
able. The four general guidelines rr,hich are likely to
be employed by a Court in evaluating real estate
evidence and opinion include:

Whether the theory or technique "can be (and
has been) tested";
Whether the theory or technique "has been sub-
jected to peer review and publication";
The "known or potential rate of error" of the
theory; and
How widely accepted the theory or technique is
in the professional appraisal community.

The Daubert factor analysis also dictates that
the testimony is not scientific testimony unless it is
based on the scientific method.z6 Has the knowl-
edge and testimony regarding the subject issue
followed the steps of the scientific method includ-
ing observation, formulation of hypotheses, predic-
tion and testing?r7 For example, the following will
demonstrate the use of the scientific method in
applying survey research based components to
damage assessment, where such surveys are used
due to the lack of full knowledge of the market
relative to a contamination situation. The first
step, observation, recognizes the contamination
situation, including the existence and nature of the

Typically, in eminent domain, the legal system
rclied upon the appraiser as the primary expert,
usually testifying to value or changes in value.
Primary disputes were over value itself, the ulti-
mate determining factor of compensation for a tak-
ing. A traditional example would be the difference
in values before. and after a partial taking for high-
\a'ay right-of-way in order to determinc' just com-
pensation. In an uncomplicated taking of an entire
tract of ground, relying solely upon an appraiser
may be satisfactory. Even then, highest and best use
is always relevant and can complicate the valua-
tion. Partial takings can become more difficult.
Claimed changes from present use can drastically
affect value. These and other complicating circum-
stances affecting valuation and analysis call for
more innovative thinking in order to address the
overall challenge, going beyond conventional ap-
praisal and into the field of real estate counseling.r

Real estate counseling surfaced as an enlightened
and encompassing approach to current real estate
complexities. A determination of highest and best
use serves as a foundation for valuation. The firm-
ness of this foundation is a key. The real estate
counselorcan focus not only on an experienced and
relevant approach to highest and best use but also
on the many other factors affecting value. These
factors include markct and marketability, economic
viability, developability, accessibility, traffic condi-
tions, governmental regulations, and community
wants and needs, ,ust to name a few.

Attomcys, juries, and judges are often not satisfied
with an over-simplistic approach, yet share a need
for lucid and simple explanations to facilitate their
understanding of thc facts and the issues. The is-
sues have broadened in perspective. For example,
judges in Missouri havepermitted juries to hearany
testimony that a buyer or seller would consider or
that clarifies factors affecting value. Real estate
counseling has emerged as an answer. Increas-
ingly, our complicated economic and real estate
issues require complementary Iitigation consult-
ants and testimony- from both appraisers and real
estate counselors, as well as engineers, land plan-
ners, or architects, depending upon the issues in-
volved.

While this manuscript relies upon eminent domain
for its focus and illustrations, the same characteris-
tics of a real estate counselor offer similar advan-
tages for other real estate litigation. The seasoned
CRE's reputation, credibility, professional presence,
and ability to persuasively communicate his or her

expertise to those outside of the field, strengthens
his/her role on the stand.

THE STEPS
In using a Counselor of Real Estate, the attorney
should pursue the following steps:

Determine the need for a Real Estate Counse-
lor-the particular skills and knowledge needed
relevant to the issues involved, especially those
not provided by traditional appraisers, whose
valuations are still a necessary part of the emi-
nent domain process;

Select and qualify the Counselor - recognizing
his or her ability on the witness stand, not only in
terms of past lihgation support or reference checks
with other attorneys, but also his/her real estate
experience and reputation, particularly in the
issues likely to be encountered in the case;

Define the assignment--{ustomize and adapt
the qualifications of the Counselor to the case,
but also broaden to allow the Counselor to pur-
sue avenues of knowledge and insight as they
unfold, including full use of the Counselor's
network of resources;

Question and challenge the Counselor -demand
to be taught, notonly to bein a position to present
the Counselor and his or her insights and opin-
ions, but also to learn and understand the
Counselor's perspective of real estate in order to
develop and best present the case in trial;

Seek strategic input from the Counselor-relat-
ing to the real estate issues involved; the ap-
proaches being considered in presenting the case;
the other witnesses on both sides; the strategy
and possible testimony of the other side; and
cross examination; and,

Confidently present the Counselor as an integral
part of the case-the real estate counselor can
help the attorney tie the case together.

ATTRIBUTES OF A SUCCESSFUL
EXPERT WITNESS
The needs of the litigator dictate the attributes re-
quired or desired in a real estate counselor to serve
well as an expert witness. Expertise in the field of
the particular litigation or property is essential, but
that expertise alone is not all that is needed.

Notall realestate experts are well suited to be expert
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3. What are the appropiate ,nethotlologies in
the field?

Again, the governing criteria will be most easily
met by looking to the academic profession. The
texts, rournals, and economic societies will set forth
the methodologies acceptablc to the courts.
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1-! ROwrr.rc ROLE oF THE REAL ESTATE COUNSELOR
I - 

rN LtTtGATToN tNCLUDTNG EMTNENT DoMATN
\-J Incrcasing complcritics of both law and real estate, includ-
ing its valuation, created a growing need for real estate counselors in
litigation, particularly in cminent domain or condemnation. This
manuscript presents the perspectives ancl obseryations of a Counse-
lor of Real Estatc (CRE) who serves as an cxpert witness in support of
real estate Iitigation.

As a profession, real estate counselors have responded to this in-
creased real cstate complexitv in all aspects, not iust Iitigation. Coun-
selors of Real Estate are increasingly involved in high impact deci-
sions and complex transactions. More high-profile and respected
industry leaders have joined the ranks of The Counselors of Real
Estate, further expanding the capabilities and network of its mem-
bers. The Counselors of Real Estate was founded in 1953 by real estate
leaders seeking to enhance the quality of respected professional
advice available on real property matters. Their CRE Designation
recognizes the invited counselor's demonstrated rudgmcnt, integrity,
and experience in real estate.

There are many aspects of real estate subject to lihgation which require
the insights of experts. Eminent domain has been a dominant field for
real estate counselors in support of litigation, usually as an expert
witness, but also as a litigation consultant b the attorney and his or
hcr client. However, other complexities of modern real estate, as they
involve litigation, have also pulled upon the real estate counselor's
talents and experience. Govcmmental regulations, tax increment fi-
nancing, and regulatory takings are prominent current-day examples.

impairment. It may also be observed that property
values near the contamination have not been af-
fected by market forces as fully as the analyst might
expect. This lr:ads to the hypothesis generating stage.
The hypothesis in this case might be that the lack of
information about the contamination and its effects
has a lower impact than if the market had full
knowledge about the impairment. The prediction
phase suggests that if the market is given full infor-
mation that behavior will adjust accordinglv and
market value's will be lorver than without full infor-
mation. The fourth step is testing the prediction
through survey-based means in which reliable
samples are surveyed and when given full informa-
tion about tht' contamination likelv behaviors are
measured.

The known or potential rate of error of a theory
should be clearly expressed in addressing the
Daubert test. This not only relates to the validity of
the theory or technique, but also to thc variance
associated with data developcd in the testing phase,
including such measures as standard dcviations
and sampling deviations.

The acceptance of the theory or technique in the
relevant "scientific" community can be supported
by similar studies accepted as evidence in other
cases/ peer reviewed publication, and following
recognized guidelines developed for the specific
issue. An example of the latter for contingent t,alua-
tion and othe'r similar surveys is follon'ing the
guidelines of the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration published in thc Fcderal
Register.:n

Examples of relevant questions to be ansrvered
in relation to this dimension of the Daubert test
include the following: Have we used these meth-
odologies and approaches in a way that is con-
gruent with the applicable body of knowledge?
Have we shora,n that u,e hat'e applied the meth-
odologies in the same way that has been exhib-
ited in peer reviewed publications? Does the
methodology "fit" the case and the facts? Does the
methodology assist the trier of fact to undcrstand or
determine a fact and issue? ls the method valid and
reliable?

There are still some unanswered questions
raised by Daubert:3

Should the Daubert criteria be applicd to both
the methodology utilized as well as the conclu-
sions offered by a testifying expert?

What is the most effective procedure for chal-
lenging validity of an expert's opinion prior to
trial?
Will Daubert change the law in state court juris-
dictions which have a pre-existing body of law
on the subject?

While thc Daubert ruling was originally intended to
promote the admissibility of expert testimony,
broadening the umbrella of admissibility beyond
the stricter Frye "general acceptability" test, time
has proved that much expL'rt testimony has been
excluded under Daubert. The court appears to have
intended, however, for the courtroom under Daubert
tobe a battleground ofexperts to which any particu-
lar methodology and opinion will be challenged in
order for the trier of fact to determine its
admissibility."o,
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At the samc time, only one-third of those polled
chose making more public transportation available.
Even though many respondents advocated the use

of public transportation, and had access to it, they
chose to use their own car for commuting When
asked what buyers want in a new home, 69 percent
said more energy efficiencv; 42 percent said they
wanted a bigger house; and an equal number said
they would look for an area with less traffic. Yet
when asked what they rvould be willing to accept if
they could not afford to purchase the house of their
choice, 58 percent chose a location farther from
shopping, entertainment, and other services;40 per-
cent chose a longer commute to work; and a whoP-
ping 83 percent said they would choose a single-
family home in outlying suburbs over an equally
priced townhouse in an urban settinS.'r

The Growth Management Act, the Endangered
Species Act, and local ordinances all provide Wash-
ington State with a legal framen'ork in u'hich to
accomplish "smart" Srowth and preserve natural
resources - in other words. to create livable com-
munities. This framework, like any other Iivability
legislation throughout the country, is not without
controversy and contradictions. nor is it carved in
stone. Washington's experience has been a mixture
of success and challenge, and therefore effectively
illustrates the complexity of implementing growth
management initiatives. Beyond the legalities of
growth management, cooPeration and creativitv
are perhaps the most critic.ll clements to achieving
the objectives of the Livability Agenda and those set

out in detailed, comprehcnsive plans. Developers
and landowners expect reasonable Profits. Resi-

dents and businesses expect to be able b live and
operate in desirable areas. The salmon's need for
habitat to migrate, spawn, and grow affects all
these expectations. The challenge, as always, is
arriving at a suitable compromise so that everyone
gets at least some of what they want in a sustain-
able u'ay."o,
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